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          Your address 

          Your address 

          Your address 

 

Date 

 

Agent’s address 

Agent’s address 

Agent’s address 

 

Dear [specific agent name, NOT “To whom it may concern”]: 

 

I am seeking representation for my [YA, adult, whatever] novel, Title. [Here is where it’s a good 

idea to mention any connection to this specific agent, or why you think your book would be a 

good fit for them. Here is also where you mention the genre of the work and the word count. 

Avoid the temptation to start with a “cute” hook. Agents have heard them all before. Also avoid 

the temptation to start with a rhetorical question. They’ve heard those, too. You can add 

comparable titles here, but see below for a warning.] 

 

[In this next paragraph, you summarize the story. Tell us who the main characters are, what 

happens, what they want, and what is in their way. DO NOT give away the whole plot. Leave 

this paragraph on a cliff-hanger. Try to simplify as much as possible here.] 

 

[In this paragraph, you provide a short bio. Include previous publications, your platform if it’s 

relevant, work experience if that’s relevant, awards you’ve won, or nominations if they’re big 

ones. Do you have an MFA? Mention it. Has a well-known author or editor helped you while 

writing this book? Mention them.] 

 

Thank you for considering my work. I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

[Writer] 

 

 

 

 

Commented [D11]: Omit this for emailed queries. 
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Querying 101 – Ten Tips 

 

1. A query letter should never exceed one page. Don’t get tricky with the margins. They’ll 

know. 

2. Follow submission guidelines. They differ from one place to the next. Also, make sure 

your work is going to an agent that accepts the genre you write in. 

3. If you’re going to add comparable titles, don’t compare yourself to the big guys. Choose 

two or three recent mid-list titles instead. 

4. Make sure the query letter is well written—no grammatical or spelling errors, no 

unnecessary hype. 

5. Don’t submit to more than one agent in the same agency. 

6. Don’t send the same query to a list of agents at the same time. Even a small amount of 

personalization can go a long way. 

7. Be professional. This is a business. 

8. Swap query-letter feedback with other writers in online forums (Query Tracker is a good 

place to start). Anonymous strangers don’t always give the kindest feedback, and 

opinions vary, but workshopping your query can be very helpful. 

9. Don’t send the first query letter you write to hundreds of agents. Send it to five, wait a 

couple weeks, then rewrite your query and try five more. Rejections and silence are a 

good indicator that your query or opening pages could be further sharpened. 

10. Make sure your manuscript is the best it can be. Arrange feedback swaps with other 

writers, not friends and family. You should go through a few rounds of development and 

revision (at least) before you decide to start querying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://querytracker.net/

